
Flipping Like A Pro ...
The vast majority of flipping projects are pieces that have an existing polyurethane or varnish 
finish.  For many the thought of sanding this finish back to allow paint to stick is daunting and it 
is also a very time consuming task.
Through our experience and endless ‘experiments/mistakes’, with the desire to make flipping 
fast yet effective, we now follow a Clean, Scuff, Prime & Paint method.  With up to 20 pieces 
being upstyled each week in our workshop we are not only confident of the method, we know it 
is one which you can utilise to make your flipping experience more efficient and enjoyable.
Remember, each step is as important as any other in the process.

Welcome to Flipping with Flip Style
Our journey started simply by enjoying some 
spare time collecting free items from council 
pick ups, giving them a coat of paint and
flipping them on marketplace.
Then the pandemic hit and with it my job.
We took the plunge and Flip Style moved from 
our back verandah to a dedicated workshop.
Now with the workshop full buzzing and the 
addition of our Flip Shop, we not only upstyle 
furniture on a daily basis, we retail paint and 
supplies and of most importance to us, help 
flippers of varying experience, with their
projects.
We have made all the mistakes, used nearly 
every product on the market and through trial 
and error found the good, the bad and the ugly 
in flipping furniture.
Whether you have no idea what you are doing, 
want to flip for some fun, are looking to give a 
few of your own pieces a face-lift or wanting 
to make it a side hustle/full-time job, we hope 
we can share some tips, tricks and insight to 
make your experience easy and as fun as we 
have found it.
We hope you not only learn but enjoy our 
candid take on flipping and encourage you to 
reach out should you have any further
questions.
Happy flipping - flipping fans,

Stewart & Bree
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Finding Furniture ... Your Next Project

Rule #1 of Flip Club - 
“Not everything can be saved!”

For us we run by some pretty basic rules, which in the long run allow us to first ensure we 
have a piece that can be worked on and second furniture that can be flipped in a timely 
manner, where the investment of labour doesn’t exceed the return of the sale.
In short we are always looking for full timber furniture.  This is mainly found as pine items. 
But you will come across many others, cedar, oak etc.
This means flat pack and yes IKEA type furniture are never, i repeat never, picked up or
considered.  Not to say you can’t do them, we just avoid them.
Closely behind is veneer or laminate furniture, which whilst they can be of very popular 
brands and good quality they are problematic in making over.  We consider all furniture of 
this type to be a full paint job if we are to flip.  When considering veneer type furniture you 
need to remember it is nearly impossible to sand back and stain tops, for instance dining 
tables, so you would need to paint this surface.
When looking for items, if they need massive work, have water damage etc we tend to pass.   
They tend to be time wasters and whilst we all have the greatest of intentions to make them 
a project at some point, the line is fine between flipper and hoarder.  So we pass.
When starting out look for solid timber bedside tables, chests of drawers and hall
tables.  They are easy to make over and tend to be great sellers.  They are brilliant for 
starting out as you learn the process and will sell quickly to allow you to move onto your 
next project.

Chalk vs Silk Paint
As mineral furniture paints have increased in 
popularity there are now a range of brands 
available.  In short they can be broken into two 
types - Chalk and Silk.
Each have their own advantages and
ultimately the result you want to deliver
dictates which one you use.
As a guide Chalk Paints require sealing.  
Therefore after applying your paint coats you 
need to apply a finishing seal or wax to protect 
the paint surface.  Whilst this may seem more 
work, if you are looking for an antique type
finish, achieved through coloured wax or
wanting a particular sheen, by using an
appropriate sealer, chalk paint is the product 
for your project.
Chalk paint is also better suited for blending 
colour on a surface.  If you are looking for 
multiple colours in an ombre type effect, chalk 
again is your paint.
Silk Paints take the mineral qualities of chalk 
and have the top coat built in, removing the 
need for a sealer or wax finish.  They also tend 
to have better self leveling properties, mean-
ing less brush marks.
For a finish where you just want to paint with-
out any finish effects, Silk would be your paint 
of choice.
Our customers use far more Silk than Chalk 
paint.

PURECO SILK PAINT

PURECO CHALK PAINT

Important Prep

Your Masterpiece’s Foundation
We understand you are excited to crack that new bottle of coloured paint open and start 
slapping it on your furniture.  But first there are a few small details which need to be
covered if you want your project to be delivered with perfection.
Remove Hardware
Take all external hardware off your piece.  Even if you intend to re-use it, the hardware at 
the very least needs a clean or a re-paint etc.  This is all so much simpler if it is off the
furniture.  This includes any hinges that are externally exposed.  It allows you to paint
without painting over them or having to cut into them.
Fill Holes
If you are replacing the hardware and the existing holes won’t be reused, fill all these holes.
Fill Damage
Fix any chips, chunks, cracks and splits.  Similar to hardware holes, fill all these
imperfections.
We use Selleys Spakfilla, its available everywhere.  We find it easy to use, it dries quick and 
comes up great with sanding.
Once all your filler is dried, give it a sand.  Use a sanding block or orbital/palm sander.  If 
you just use a piece of sand paper it can sand into the filler below the timber surface and 
whilst it looks flat, when you paint you will see a depression in the surface.
Finally nail or screw any loose legs, panels, etc.  Once you start painting you want to
minimise any work with tools on your piece.  A slip of a drill can easily damage a
surface meaning you are back to filling, sanding and painting!

CLEAN
SCUFF

PRIME
PAINT

Step 1 - Clean
Over time furniture has a build up of oils.  
From furniture cleaners and waxes to body oils
to cooking oils in the air falling on them and a 
million other substances we spray around the 
house that collect on them.
Naturally oil and water don’t mix.  So we need 
to remove this grime before we start, to
ensure the highest level of adhesion.
We clean all our furniture with Pureco Lemon 
& Myrtle Cleaner.  It’s 100% natural and very 
easy to use.
Fill a container with 1 litre of the hottest water 
you can handle, add one squirt of cleaner and 
you are ready to clean down your furniture.
Once you have cleaned your furniture.  Empty 
the container and replace with fresh water.  
Give your piece a rinse over with clean water.
Once dry you are ready to move on to the next 
step.
Lemon & Myrtle Cleaner is also great for 
cleaning your brushes that have a build up of 
paint.  We simply squirt the cleaner onto the 
brush, rub it in, wrap the brush in cling wrap 
and leave for up to a 48 hours.  When you 
wash out your brush the cleaner will remove 
all the daggy bits of paint.
Always clean before sanding any surface.  If 
you sand, particularly back to bare timber, 
you risk grinding oils into the surface, 
affecting adhesion and potentially leaving 
patchy areas if you stain the bare timber. LEMON & MYRTLE CLEANER

Step 2- Scuff
Now your piece is clean, the key to adhesion 
is to provide the primer a little assistance by 
placing grooves in the slick surface to allow it 
to grip.
To achieve this you simply use a piece of sand 
paper (Grit 120-150), and in a cleaning action 
wipe up and down each surface a few times.
This will place numerous grooves in the
surface and greatly enhance the primer’s
ability to stick.
After scuff sanding, remember to give your 
surfaces a quick wipe down with a dry wrap 
or vacuum them to remove any dust.

Which Primer Should I Use?

All Primers Are Not The Same!
There are 2 types of primers which are commonly used in flipping.  Stick type primers assist 
in adhesion and block type primers  which cover and conceal, this can include stains,
tannins, water marks etc.
Does every piece need to be primed?  Short answer, if you want it to look good and last, 
yes.
The surface you are starting with will dictate which primer you need.  In some cases you will 
need to use both.  Let me explain below.
Stick Primer
For any slick surface, one which has a polyurethane or varnish finish, kitchen cupboards 
etc, you will apply a Stick Primer.
Block Primer
For any raw timber surfaces you will apply a Block primer.  This stops the tannins in the 
timber or stain from leeching through your water based paint.  Light colour paints will yellow 
over time if applied directly onto raw timber.
Stick & Block Primer
In some cases when you apply Stick Primer, you will have bleed through.  This can be 
caused by prep work you did, where the polyurethane was removed, or from deterioration 
of this top coat over time.  A lot of antique furniture, we find bleeds through when Stick is 
applied, due to the age of the piece.
We treat these piece by piece, always applying Stick first, then if there are signs of
bleeding, we apply Block.  In many cases we simply apply block to the effected areas of the 
piece and not all over.
Stick & Block Primer is available in white and grey.  The primer colour is dependent on 
your top coat colour.  For light colours use, white primer, for deep, dark colours, use 
grey primer.  It will reduce the amount of top coats you need to apply.

Step 3- Prime
Using our guide above, you now have the 
correct primer and are ready to apply your first 
coat to your project.
Primer is applied exactly the same as the top 
coat paint - by brush, roller or spraying.
In the workshop we spray everything, however 
at home this may not be an option.
To achieve the smoothest finish we have used 
and highly recommend, Two Fussy Blokes 
products.
The 5mm nap is great for smooth surfaces 
and the 10mm nap will give a great finish over 
detailed areas of your piece.
Two Fussy Blokes has a roller kit which comes 
with handle and 2 rollers.  Alternatively their 
rollers fit any 100mm handle you already 
have.
Along with your roller, you will need a syn-
thetic brush, approximately 20mm width to 
cut into areas the roller can not reach.  You 
probably have one of these laying around the 
backshed.

TWO FUSSY BLOKES RANGE

Step 4 - Paint
The time has arrived.  The pot of joy you
purchased to give your project it’s make over 
can now be cracked open!
The beauty of mineral paint is it is very
forgiving providing you keep it simple.
First - less is more when applying.- avoid
having your brush or roller loaded with paint.  
You want to apply the paint to the surface, not 
have a puddle of paint on the surface which 
you are pushing around.
When brushing or rolling, always go with the 
grain of the timber.
Finally when the surface is covered, finish with 
long, continuous stokes or rolls from one end 
to the other.  Always with the grain.
In weather conditions of 25oc, you should be 
ready to apply a second coat within 2-3 hours. 
If you wish you can lightly sand between 
coats.

PURECO SILK PAINTS PURECO CHALK PAINTS

Aussie Owned & Made

Natural Timber Finish

For some pieces you may want to have a 
stained timber finish on some surfaces.
Sand
For flat surfaces you can sand these back 
removing the varnish and stain to reveal the 
original timber.  With more detailed surfaces 
you may wish to use a stripper to get into the 
detail.  We find high detail surfaces are
problematic, in not only time, but regardless of 
the effort you can still find it hard to remove all 
the stain.  So we recommend you start with a 
nice flat surface and progress from there.
Stain
We use Pureco Stain & Glaze to colour our 
timber.  They come in a range of colours from 
white to black, with grey and browns in
between.  Pureco have also released a
number of coloured stains to match their paint 
range.  This allows you to stain the timber top 
and paint the base in a similar colour.
Sealer
Once your stain is dry you can apply your
sealer, Again Pureco has a range of sealers in 
various sheens to finish your surface. 
Alternative you can wax the surface.
Pureco’s Eggshell is their toughest sealer.  
It’s satin finish combined with exterior grade 
formulation makes it our go to sealer. 

Sanding, Staining & Sealing

Achieving A Great Finish
The natural timber look combined with a fresh coat of paint can transform the tired into a 
masterpiece.  It can take a little more time, but the results are certainly worth the effort.
Sand
For flat surfaces a belt sander is our recommended method.  They are a larger investment 
if you don’t have one but if you intend on doing a number of pieces we suggest you
purchase one.  Alternatively ask around, someone always has one tucked away in the
garage.
If not you can use an orbital sander.  We only have the cheap one from Bunnings and it 
works a treat. 
Starting with 40 grit, we do the entire surface, then move to 80, 120 and finish with 240.  
Any finer sanding can make it hard to get the stain to soak into the surface.
Stain
When it comes to staining, less is certainly more.  It is easier to build up colour over a
number of coats than it is to lighten a stained surface.  Working with the grain of the
timber, use a sponge applicator to wipe the stain onto your surface, completing the full run 
along the surface from end to end.
Once dry, you can add additional coats to achieve the colour you are wanting.
Seal
When the stain is dry you are ready to apply the sealer, with the same applicator and
approach as the stain.  Multiple layers of sealer can be applied.
Between coats of sealer we recommend a light hand sand with 320 grit, which will
assist in delivering a smooth finish.  We tend to apply 3 coats of sealer, with sanding 
after the first and second coats.

Most Asked Questions
Here are some of our most frequently asked 
questions.  Naturally we can not cover
everything here.  However if you join our
Facebook Group - Flipping With Flip Style, you 
can ask all your questions and we are also 
more than happt to assist.
Can I paint mineral paint over oil paint?
Yes.  Oil painted surfaces we treat as any
other slick surface.  Clean, scuff, prime and 
paint.  The one consideration from our
experience is that old enamel paint usually 
has chips in it.  These need to be sanded back 
to smooth otherwise they will show when you 
apply your top coats of paint.
Can I just paint mineral paint straight onto 
my surface, as the label says it’s all in one?
Ultimately you can, I have and I would never do 
it again.  Paint adhesion is only as good as the 
preparation underneath it.  We have
painted with nearly every mineral paint
available in Australia and I am yet to find one 
that I would paint directly onto a slick
surface and be confident it will not scratch 
when bumped nor bleed if painted onto raw 
timber.
Do I have to seal Chalk Paint?
Again manufacturers will tell you that you 
don’t have to seal their chalk paint.
However in reality we use the furniture that we 
are painting and the chalk finish marks easily, 
especially the darker colours.  A coat of sealer 
or wax is the best insurance to protect all the 
work you have put in.

Where do you source furniture?
We find there are 3 great options.  Council
collection.  With more councils moving to 
booked collections, where you can no longer 
just drive around and look, a post in your local 
Buy Swap and Sell group asking for timber 
furniture is a good starting point.
Family and friends, if you let them know what 
you are doing, there are always a few pieces 
people don’t want to throw away, but are
happy to give you knowing you are going to 
give them a new lease of life.
Finally garage sales and op shops.  From free 
to pretty cheap, you never know what you will 
source.
How much do you spend on pieces?
As we started up, we only took what we could 
find for free.  Facebook marketplace has a 
stack for free.  As you are developing your 
skills a free piece, quickly flipped for $100 can 
cover your paint costs and build your
experience.
As you develop your experience you can 
branch out.  We tend not to spend more than 
$100 on any piece.
What’s the best pieces to flip?
For quick flipping on Marketplace you want to 
do pieces people can get in their car.  Bedside 
tables, coffee tables etc.  If they need to have 
a van or a trailer it can seem too hard.
If you want to be a bit entrepreneurial, you can 
offer delivery if you have the means to
deliver to them.  This allows you to flip the 
larger items.

What colours sell the best?
White.
For our market in Sydney, we find that 90% of 
our sales are white and off white.
If you are looking to start out, as boring as it 
may sound, white and neutral colours have a 
larger target market.  So if you want it to move, 
keep it simple.
What do I need to start up?
• Lemon & Myrtle Cleaner
• Flip Stick Primer
• Mineral Paint
• Two Fussy Blokes Roller Kit
This is available as our starter pack, click here 
for more details
You will also need, which you probably have 
laying around at home - saving you buying.
• Roller Tray
• Masking Tape
• Old rags
• Synthetic Paint Brush 20-25mm
• Can spray paint if you want to paint hard-
ware or Brasso if you want to clean the exist-
ing.
With this and a few hours over a weekend you 
are set to flip.

FLIP PAINTS PRIMERS

PURECO SEALERS & WAX

PURECO STAINS

www.flipstyle.com.au

Follow Us - @FlipStyleSydney

Join Group - Flipping With Flip Style

flipstyle_sydney

Stop sanding and start painting with Flip Paints’ Primers.

FlipPaints
CLEAN SCUFF PRIME PAINT

Click on product 
links to view full 

range and product 
details online ..

https://www.flipstyle.com.au/collections/pureco
https://www.flipstyle.com.au/collections/pureco-chalk
https://www.flipstyle.com.au/collections/pureco-cleaner
https://www.flipstyle.com.au/collections/two-fussy-blokes
https://www.flipstyle.com.au/collections/pureco
https://www.flipstyle.com.au/collections/pureco-chalk
https://www.flipstyle.com.au/collections/bundles
https://www.flipstyle.com.au/collections/flip-paint
https://www.flipstyle.com.au/collections/pureco-finish
https://www.flipstyle.com.au/collections/pureco-stain-glaze

